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 The program can show your BIOS revision, CMOS revision, CPU vendor, the BIOS file name and size. The program is
currently still in early development, however you can already download the application for free. DISCLAIMER: The application

is still in the early development phase. It contains many limitations, as well as bugs. A simple, easy-to-use application that can
automatically identify your computer's BIOS and other system info within the shortest time possible. The program can show
your BIOS revision, CMOS revision, CPU vendor, the BIOS file name and size. Q : I have a bios problem on my PC: I will

write the information here. A : Run the PC's BIOS, using the main function. If it is not found then download and install it from
the website, with the following link : If you install the bios files by other way, such as by DVD, then use the following

command: cd /usr/ports/boot/pcbsd/pcbsd-utils ./install/check_bios You can also use the utility as : biosinfo Q : How can I
update my bios using this utility? A : Please follow the instructions, found on the BIOS for updating, on the BIOS for updating

web page. Q : My PC is not booting after the recent system update, what should I do? A : I can not answer this, but you can
check your PC's PC BMC, if it is detected, then you can use the PCBIOS boot manager, to reinstall your PC's BIOS. Q : I can
not login to my PC, what should I do? A : You can try to use the PCBIOS boot manager to reinstall the PC's BIOS. Q : When
the bios updates from the PCBIOS web page, I cannot see the updates. A : Try to use the CD or DVD to install the PCBIOS,
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